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ABSTRACT. Computer networks for crisis management are complex
systems which consist of stationary and mobile management centers,
exchanging information via different communication channels. Due to the
hard prediction, decentralization and broad range of potential crises,
ensuring high-speed communications in all circumstances and between all
management centers is a crucial task.
Therefore, to ensure efficient work of crisis management staffs and
rescue teams, crisis management networks should have ability to
differentially share its resources between various users and applications
according to prior defined criteria. That means to provide utmost support to
the Quality of Services (QoS) of network traffic of users and applications in
process of crisis management.
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Introduction
This paper offers a method for efficient utilization of limited network
bandwidth introducing two stage QoS performed with Linux-based router
with support of Intermediate Queuing (IMQ) interface and Hierarchical
Token Bucket (HTB) algorithm for queuing management.
At the beginning some considerations are provided about computer
networks for crisis management, certain requirements imposed to them and
comparison between ideal and real conditions under that the networks have
to be deployed. In the second part of the document a definition for QoS is
given and some parameters on which it depends are explained. In the third
and fourth chapters mechanisms for implementing QoS in computer
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networks for crisis management are reviewed, as well as models for QoS
management and a new solution is proposed. Scenarios for testing the
proposed solution and evaluations of the obtained results are given in the
rest of the document.
1. Computer

Networks for Crisis Management

1.1. Overview

Computer networks for crisis management are complex systems, which
consist of stationary and mobile management centers, exchanging
information between themselves and with large number of information
systems via different communication channels. There are various computer
systems – (desktop systems, laptops, servers), peripheral devices (printers,
scanners, multimedia projectors, communication equipment etc.), system
and application software, network adaptors, commutators, routers and
cabling systems. The main goal of such system is to manage information
flows, circulating between network nodes and to ensure efficient work of
crisis management staffs and rescue teams aiming at overcoming the crisis
and suppressing its consequences.
In a broad range of view, computer network for crisis management
consists of several hierarchical interacting layers – computers, transport
subsystem (local and global connectivity), network operating systems,
DBMS (database management system), system services and specific
software applications.
The main goal of such network is the efficient work of users and
application software from uppermost layer, but for their efficient work it is
necessary the subsystems from lower layers to fulfill sufficiently their
functions.
As long as in the transport subsystem the main part of specific
functions for network management is performed, in many cases it is
identified with the term „computer network for crisis management“. In this
paper some methods for enhancing the transport subsystem are discussed,
so when referring to computer network for crisis management, actually the
transport subsystem of such a network is meant.
1.2. Requirements

for Computer Networks for Crisis Management

Requirements directed toward corporate computer networks as a whole
are to transfer traffic generated from classical computer services – file
transfer, databases queries, e-mail, Web services in a way to provide each

client with acceptable part of network bandwidth depending from
applications and amounts of processing information. All applications have
a similar demand toward the quality of transport service: high sensibility for
packet losses and lower – for their delays. Connections to Internet and
detached offices are established via determined communication channels
based on predefined service license agreements (SLA) with respective
communication services provider.

The situation in computer networks for crisis management is quiet
different. The main requirements here are formulated by the tasks,
performed in the crises centers, by the new kinds of task applications to be
carried out and by the methods for disseminating the decisions accepted in
the crises centers to the rescue teams acting in the epicenter of crisis
situation. These could be classical applications such as e-mail and file
transfer as long as applications for transfer of multimedia information
(presentations, video clips), real time audio and videoconferences, VoIP,
disseminating sensor data in real time, etc.
To ensure effective work of crises staffs, computer networks for crisis
management should have abilities for managing communication resources
appropriately between various users and applications based on predefined
criteria.
In the „ideal“ circumstances the parameters of computer network for
crisis management are:
• there are no packet losses;
• traffic delays are formed only by the time for packet management in
network equipment;
• there is no jitter in delays;
• network bandwidth is sufficient for all requirements.
The real situations, however, are quiet different:
• network bandwidth is limited and is not enough for all applications
and users at the same time;
• there are delays due to the overloading the network;
• there are packet losses.
The solution to overcome these limitations is to implement the Quality
of Services (QoS) to bandwidth management.
According to that, the „ideal“ computer network for crisis management
should provide utmost support of traffic Quality of Services (QoS) of users
and users’ applications in the process of crisis management.
The parameters of QoS which network should satisfy depend on
types of applications. For traditional applications an average bandwidth is
sufficient, as well as certain ability for sending considerable short peaks of

traffic and low level of packet loss. For the multimedia applications (voice
and video) low level of packet delays and their jitter and lower than
average network bandwidth are important.
To ensure the best available servicing of all applications and support
the ability for flexible scaling the number of nodes, the network should
have high bandwidth. However, computer networks for crisis management
have some specific characteristics. Their topology includes stationary and
mobile centers for crisis management which exchange information via
different communication channels. Due to the hard prediction, the
decentralization and broad range of potential crises, ensuring high-speed
communications in all circumstances and between all management centers
is a very hard task. Therefore, to provide efficient work of crisis
management staffs and rescue teams, crisis management networks should
have ability to appropriately share their resources between various users
and applications according to prior defined criteria, called policy. This policy
for distribution of bandwidth takes into account the needs of different
users, their tasks, applications they run, and the current states of
communication channels (overloads, equipment failures, traffic jams etc.).
The network should support various mechanisms for granting the
differentiated Quality of Service distinctive by reliability of guaranties,
levels of quality (high, middle) as well as granularity of that services – from
fine to coarse. On the finest level of separating a specific degree of quality
is granted to the data flow of the current network user. On the coarse level
of quality only a few aggregated classes of network traffic are distinguished.
2. Quality

of Services Management

2.1. Definition

In broad terms, Quality of Services (QoS) means giving the applications
and users of the network predictable servicing in data delivery, also known
as transport delivery. Predictability of data delivery service supposes that
the probability for data flow transporting via the network between two
particular nodes in accordance with needs of users and applications can be
quantitatively estimated.
In the best scenario for each application its own requirements for QoS
can be formulated, supported and guaranteed by the network. In many
cases, however, this could be a very excessive task, therefore, it is a
common practice to perform QoS mechanisms only for set of applications
considered fundamental for a particular scenario.

2.2. Models for Quality of

Services Management

Computer network for crisis management is a distributed media which
consist of many network devices. This determines the great complexity in
imposing unified requirements for QoS from end to end. For solving this
problem the management of QoS in the network is needed. Such
management has distributed characteristics, because its elements should be
present in all network devices for packet switching: routers, switches,
network servers.
Basic architecture of QoS management includes elements from 3 main
types (Figure 1):
• Resources of network node – for processing the network traffic in
accordance to the required QoS degree;
• Protocols for QoS signalization – for end-to-end coordination the
work of all network devices;
• Centralized functions for QoS policing, management and
accounting.

Figure 1. Base architecture of QoS management
2.2.1. Resources of Network Node

Here are located the main executive mechanisms for QoS management.
They consist of the following elements:
• mechanisms for queuing management;
• mechanisms for traffic conditioning.

Mechanisms for queuing management are vital element for any network
equipment based on packet switching technology. There are numerous
algorithms for queuing management (FIFO, Priority Queuing – PQ,
Weighted Fair Queuing – WFQ etc.).
Mechanisms for traffic conditioning are implemented in network nodes
for QoS and solving the task for creating the needed environment for
traffic servicing via classifying, policing and shaping.
Mechanisms for traffic conditioning could be supported in any network
device or only in devices on network boundaries.
2.2.2. Protocols for QoS Signaling

Protocols for QoS signaling are needed to provide mechanisms for
QoS in all devices with the possibility to exchange information for
coordinating the process of end-to-end ensuring parameters of QoS.
2.2.3. Centralized

Functions for QoS Policing, Management and Accounting

These functions are not a mandatory element in QoS architecture, but
it is desired to exist in computer networks for crisis management. Any user
and any application aim at servicing with highest degree of quality and
hence tools for arbitrage and assigning different levels of servicing for
different users and applications should exist.
3. Prerequisites

for Implementing QoS in Computer Networks for
Crisis Management

3.1. An

Example for Computer Network for Crisis Management

A typical scenario for utilization of computer network for crisis
management is shown on Figure 2 (field part of computer aided exercise
EU TACOM SEE – 2006, Montana, Bulgaria).
In this exercise centers for training of rescue teams (Neochim Plant,
Hotel International), centers for Local Emergency Management Authority
(LEMA) and DISTAFF are deployed. All of them are interconnected via
wireless radio modems and connection to the backbone network is
established in LEMA. To the participants are offered various network
services (web, e-mail, audio/video teleconferencing, VoIP, video monitoring
in real-time), which impose different demands to the network medium.
From this example some specific characteristics can be outlined which
should be taken into account in the process of network modelling and
analyzing:

•
•
•

great number of users distributed in different geographically
detached centers for crisis management;
communication channels which connect centers are with fixed
limited bandwidth;
existence of great number of information flows with different
requirements for parameters of communication channels
(bandwidth, delays, packet loss).

Figure 2. Computer network for crisis management – EU TACOM SEE – 2006,
Montana, Bulgaria
3.2. Existing

Models for QoS Management

In the field of QoS management numerous models and approaches for
building efficient computer networks exist.
One of the most important solutions is proposed by Sally Floyd and
Van Jacobson in their paper „Link-Sharing and Resource Management
Models for Packet Networks“. Here the authors introduced a solution for
QoS management in networks with similar requirements.
Features of S. Floyd and V. Jacobson model:
• could be implemented using hierarchical queuing classes over single
network interface;
• existence of various criteria for classifying, policing and shaping the
network traffic.
Traffic distribution between different applications and users is shown
on Figure 3.

Things that could be further implemented in this method are:
• abilities for imposing priorities and clear rate limits for traffic
consumption of each user no matter what type of application it is
generated on;
• abilities for prioritizing and link-sharing the network traffic over
different types of applications;
• link-sharing between user's classes depending on current state of
network consumption.

Figure 3. Link-Sharing and resource management models for packet networks
3.3. Proposed

Solution

In order to satisfy the goals outlined above, a model for two stages QoS
for packet shaping could be implemented (Figure 4).
On the first stage classifying, policing and shaping of application's traffic
are performed. Here traffic is prioritized from real-time applications which are
sensible for packet delays and jitter. On the other hand, most of these
applications have more or less constant bit rate, therefore clear rate limits
could be imposed to avoid starvation of application classes with less priorities.
On the second stage classifying, policing and shaping of user's traffic are
performed. Here are imposed clear rate limits for traffic consumption of each
user no matter what type of application it is generated on. According to the
scenario prioritizing on the user's basis can be also implemented.
4. Approaches

for Building Proposed Method for Two Stage QoS

Comparing the Floyd/Jacobson and the two stage QoS methods for
link-sharing and resource management it is obvious that the proposed

solution is more complex for realization. In order to be successfully
implemented two queues in different network interfaces have to be used.

Figure 4. Two stage QoS for packet shaping
4.1. Two stage QoS with two

routers

It is the simplest approach for building required environment (Figure. 5).
Advantages of the method with two routers:
• easily conforms within requirements;
• clear and understandable way for implementation.
Shortcomings of method with two routers:
• needs separate network interfaces for 2 types of traffic management
– applications and users based;
• additional network equipment is needed;
• in the case of already established communication centers it could be
impossible to add another network node without changing network
settings;
• physical, administrative and financial constraints.
4.2. Two

stage QoS with one router and IMQ support

Another solution is with one router with support of InterMediate
Queuing (IMQ).

Figure 5. Two stage QoS with two routers

This solution overcomes already stated shortcomings. It is based on the
following elements:
• Linux-based router with support of various algorithms for QoS;
• modified kernel with InterMediate Queuing (IMQ) support;
• modified iptables package with InterMediate Queuing (IMQ)
support.
InterMediate Queuing device (IMQ) is an artificial network interface
existing only in Linux kernel space. It has, however, abilities for attaching
queuing disciplines on just like a real network interface.
This fact provides an opportunity to implement the method for two
stage QoS on one router.
According to the above mentioned decisions for implementing two
stage QoS based on IMQ interface, the following network diagram for QoS
management is arranged (Figure 6).
As an interface for QoS management on application's basis IMQ
interface is used. After QoS management packets leave IMQ interface and
continue their way to the physical outgoing interface where QoS
management on user's basis is performed.
5. Testing Proposed Model in Different Scenarios
5.1. Test beds for evaluation the proposed model

In order to prove efficiency of proposed model it was tested in three
scenarios with different conditions.

Figure 6. Network diagram for QoS management
5.1.1. First scenario

The initial test bed for the proposed model was Computer Aided Exercise EU
TACOM SEE 2006 which took place in 23 – 24.07.2006 in IPP – BAS, Sofia.
Setup of scenario:

•
•
•
•
•

Linux-based router with IMQ support;
Backbone channel with bandwidth 10 Mb/s;
35 workstations, 5 servers, 1 DVR;
per-user rate limits up to 1 Mb/s;
per-application rate limits as follows:
∗ priority 1 class – bandwidth up to 2 Mb/s – multimedia
traffic (audio/video conferencing, VoIP);
∗ priority 2 class – bandwidth up to 3 Mb/s – SMTP, POP3
traffic, interactive sessions (SSH, Telnet, FTP-command);
∗ priority 3 class – bandwidth up to 5 Mb/s – WWW traffic,
connections to dedicated servers;
∗ priority 4 class – bandwidth up to 8 Mb/s – other traffic.

5.1.2. Second

scenario

First class C network
Setup of scenario:

•
•
•
•

•

Linux-based router with IMQ support;
Backbone channel with bandwidth 2.5 Mb/s;
230 workstations, 3 servers;
per-user rate limits as follow:
∗ priority 1 class – bandwidth up to 1024 Kb/s;
∗ priority 2 class – bandwidth up to 512 Kb/s;
∗ priority 3 class – bandwidth up to 380 Kb/s;
∗ priority 4 class – bandwidth up to 256 Kb/s.
per-application rate limits as follows:
∗ priority 1 class – bandwidth up to 380 Kb/s – multimedia
traffic (audio/video conferencing, VoIP), interactive sessions
(SSH, Telnet);
∗ priority 2 class – bandwidth up to 1 Mb/s – WWW, SMTP,
POP3 traffic;
∗ priority 3 class – bandwidth up to 1.5 Mb/s – other traffic;
∗ priority 4 class – bandwidth up to 2.5 Mb/s – massive
downloads.

5.1.3. Third scenario

Second class C network
Setup of scenario:

•
•
•
•

•

Linux-based router with IMQ support;
Backbone channel with bandwidth 1 Mb/s;
150 workstations, 3 servers;
per-user rate limits as follow:
∗ priority 1 class – bandwidth up to 512 Kb/s;
∗ priority 2 class – bandwidth up to 380 Kb/s;
∗ priority 3 class – bandwidth up to 256 Kb/s;
∗ priority 4 class – bandwidth up to 128 Kb/s.
per-application rate limits as follows:
∗ priority 1 class – bandwidth up to 256 Kb/s – multimedia
traffic (audio/video conferencing, VoIP), interactive sessions
(SSH, Telnet);
∗ priority 2 class – bandwidth up to 512 Kb/s – WWW, SMTP,
POP3 traffic;
∗ priority 3 class – bandwidth up to 512 Kb/s – other traffic;
∗ priority 4 class – bandwidth up to 1 Mb/s – massive
downloads.

5.2. Evaluation

the results from three scenarios

5.2.1. Methods for gathering information

about network load

Information about network activity is collected, stored and visualized
using software package Cacti, MySQL RDBMS and set of command scripts.
Statistics for traffic distribution in HTB classes are gathered via direct polling
the state of HTB classes with command scripts, invoked by Cacti polling

mechanisms. Statistics for packet delays in HTB classes with different
priorities are based on average round-trip times to four different hosts.
ICMP traffics to these four hosts for the needs of statistics are distributed in
the four classes for application’s QoS management. In this way average
round-trip times (results from PING command, invoked from Cacti poller)
can be used as quantitative parameters for distribution and prioritizing the
network traffic over different classes for applications traffic management.
5.2.2. Scenario

1 – CAX EU TACOM SEE

The network activities of two workstations are shown on Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7. Network activity of WS 213.191.193.130

Figure 8. Network activity of WS 213.191.193.135

From the pictures it is clear that there are no periods on which some
application class to be congested.
The only remark that could be made is for the video traffic distribution
(213.191.193.135 – Traffic distribution_Tacom - Video). This traffic,

however, is locally generated (Digital Video Recorder and workstation are
connected in the same LAN) and thus does not overload the backbone
communication channel.
Due to the fact that the bandwidth of backbone channel (10 Mb/s) is
sufficient for all types of applications and user requirements, it can be stated
that tested network is close to “ideal” network (there are no packet losses,
delays and limitation one type of traffic in favor of other). In this situation
mechanisms for traffic prioritizing are not turned on. Situations like this,
however, are rare and could be found only if a communication channel with
sufficient bandwidth exists and financial constraints are not concerned.
5.2.3. Scenario2:

First class C network

The distribution of network traffic in four applications classes is shown
on Figure 9.
Analyzing the traffic distribution graphics it is obvious that there are
periods of congestion in the network but they are very short and could be
neglected. In this situation the applications do not exceed their committed
access rates and packet delays are minimal. It can be stated that conditions
in this network are optimal.
5.2.4. Scenario3:

Second class C network
The distribution of network traffic in four applications classes is shown
on Figure 10.

Figure 9. Distribution of network traffic in four applications classes for first class C network

Analyzing the graphics of traffic distribution it is obvious that there are
prolonged periods of traffic congestion. In these situations mechanisms for
traffic prioritizing are turned on and traffics from high priority classes are
favored at the expense of others.
Considering the standard behavior of HTB algorithm for queuing
management it should be expected that in periods of congestions traffic from
low priority classes will experience greater delays than traffic from classes with
high priority.

Figure 10. Distribution of network traffic in four applications classes for second class C
network

On Figure 11 packet delays for traffic from four application’s classes are shown.

Figure 11. Packet delays for traffic from four application’s classes

From Figure 11 it is clear that the proposed algorithm obeys expected
behavior – traffics in classes 0, 1 and 2 experience minimal delays at the
expense of delay for traffic from class 3. In class 3, however, falls traffic
that could be considered as “elastic” and periods with significant delays
could not harm functionality of applications which generated it.
6. Conclusions

The best conditions for network users are in situations where computer
network is close to “ideal”. Such conditions, however, are rare hence
regulation of network traffic is a must.
Results from the study show that the proposed method for QoS
management of network traffic is an effective solution of the formulated
problems.
It should be noted that it is not a complete solution for network
management. It can be implemented only in edge routers because of the
fact that this method does not propagate its settings over the whole path
between senders and receivers of the network traffic.
A further goal that could be done is thorough research of interactions
between two stages of network management and formulation of
dependencies which will allow effective reconfiguration of QoS parameters
in cases when changes in network environment are needed.
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